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NFL Draft 2017 Scouting Report: ILB Haason Reddick, 

Temple 

*Our LB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

  

Haason Reddick is an unusual leap of faith prospect – one that I wonder whether his prospect hype is 

out in front of his reality. I think he's a good-to-very good NFL prospect, don’t misunderstand. I just see a 

lot more of analysts being 'sure' than questioning right now…and it has my guard up. You've had Mike 

Mayock banging a personal 'Temple' drum for him from the Senior Bowl practices, to the Senior Bowl 

game, to the NFL Combine…Reddick has a lot of good vibes baked in via football analysts – a push that 

many other players are not afforded. All that mixed in with the fact that he's a really good football 

player. 

Reddick is not a 'slam dunk' prospect to me because all we have are loose pieces of string that we need 

to tie together. We have to do a lot of assuming here. It may be justified, he may be a great NFL 

prospect at linebacker but it's no sure thing. In college, Reddick was a rush edge DE at 6'1"/230+ 

pounds. He racked up 22.5 TFLs and 9.5 sacks last year primarily rushing the backfield. I'd expect him to 

put up those types of numbers given he's a 4.5+ 40-time runner off the edge…he was a mismatch for 

college tackles to block; a smaller/quicker pass rusher than they are used to…NFL speed to deal with. 

Given that DE history, the NFL has already thrown it all out and said Reddick is too small to be a pass 

rusher at the next level, so starting with the Senior Bowl he transitioned to middle linebacker. 

How are we to judge him as a middle linebacker for the pros after a career as an undersized, very quick-

footed edge rusher? He played a half a game at ILB in the Senior Bowl and looked good…and for some 

that is enough to push him as a top 15 overall prospect for the draft now. The same people who 

say Mitchell Trubisky is suspect because he only played one year as a starter…they are fine with Reddick 

moving to a position he never played before until January 2017…for about 20 minutes of time in a live 

(all-star) game. 

I believe Reddick is more of an OLB prospect for the pros. He could work some in the 3-4 but maybe fits 

best as a 4-3 OLB. He has the footspeed to cover receivers and did drop into coverage pretty well from 

his college DE spot in 2016. He's a solid tackler. He makes hard hits/tackles, wraps properly, and gives 

constant effort every play. Reddick also has the experience rushing the passer as an undersized DE. 

People could nitpick his game tape looking for ILB or OLB clues but my biggest note on him is -- he plays 

like every play matters and like he's being scrutinized or judged on every play. He is always looking to 

get in on the action and never gives up – but happens to have NFL speed and athleticism. Reddick has an 

edge/a chip/hardscrabble to his game that most coddled top prospects don't have. I think Reddick is 

made to roam the field versus being stuck more as an inside linebacker. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Reddick was a walk-on at Temple. A fractured femur in his junior season in high school followed by a 

torn meniscus in his senior year…so, he only played in 4 games his final two years of high school and was 

afforded walk-on opportunities only. He made the most of it at Temple. He has the fire/chip on the 

shoulder in his play that you want to see. He has NFL speed, agility, strength…and a great motor. He's 

going to make it in the NFL. The question is -- where is his best fit? I think OLB, but ILB is not off the 

table. 

  

Haason Reddick, Through the Lens of Our ILB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Reddick had 22.0 TFLs in his final 12 college games in 2016. 

He faced Penn State three times (2014–2016) and averaged 5.7 tackles, 2.2 TFLs, 0.7 sacks per game. 

2016 games vs. Memphis: 11 tackles, 5.0 TFLs, 2.0 sacks. 

Registered at least 1.0 TFLs in a game in 30 of his final 39 college games. 

  

NFL Combine data… 

6′1.4″/237, 32.8″ arms, 10.1″ hands 

4.52 40-time (best among Combine LBs…except for not-a-linebacker Jabrill Peppers), 1.59 10-yard, 4.27 

shuttle, 7.01 three-cone 

24 bench reps, 36.5″ vertical, 11′1″ broad jump (best among LB prospects at Combine) 

  

Reddick's stats on CFB Reference: http://www.sports-reference.com/cfb/players/haason-reddick-1.html 

  

 

The Historical ILB Prospects to Whom Haason Reddick Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

It's scary that two of the best comps to Reddick are Kevin Pierre-Louis and Eric Martin…guys I thought 

would be really good NFL players…because they had great metrics for athleticism + had great college 

seasons heading into the draft. They became career backups and key special-teamers in the NFL. There's 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
http://www.sports-reference.com/cfb/players/haason-reddick-1.html
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a lot of Eric Martin in Haason Reddick. I'm pro-Reddick but this comparison list should cause a minor 

pause on how highly to value him. 

 

ILB 
Score 

Last First Yr 
 

College H H W Tackle, 
Strngth 
Metric  

Speed, 
Agility 
Metric 

Pass 
Rush 

Metric 

8.158 Reddick Haason 2017 Temple 6 1.4 237 7.48 10.64 9.36 

8.159 Martin Eric 2013 Nebraska 6 0.6 237 6.11 11.70 10.27 

9.118 Pierre-Louis Kevin 2014 Boston Coll 6 0.4 232 9.27 10.82 10.11 

10.512 Weatherspoon Sean 2010 Missouri 6 1.2 239 10.85 8.42 7.29 

6.958 Tovell Dominique 2016 La-Lafayette 6 1.7 235 8.21 8.57 7.20 

5.697 Watson Dekoda 2010 Florida St 6 1.3 226 7.23 9.32 8.22 

4.812 Furman Josh 2015 Oklahoma St 6 1.2 210 7.16 8.57 7.57 

4.403 Powell Ty 2013 Harding 6 2.1 239 5.30 8.70 7.88 

 

 

*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of LBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an NFL elite LB. 

All of the LB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Tackle-Strength Metrics = A combination of several physical and performance measurements. An attempt 

to classify the LB prospect's ability to stop the run, as well as to gauge how physical the player is, and the 

likelihood of higher tackle counts in the NFL. All based on profiles of LBs historically. 

Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, and size measurements...as well as game 

performance data to profile a LB for speed/agility based on LBs historically. A unique measuring system 

to look for LBs that profile for quickness, pass-coverage ability, and general ability to cover more 

ground. 

Pass Rush Metrics = A combination of the physical measurements, but also proven on-field ability to get 

to the QB/backfield in college. 
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2017 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Reddick has first-round athleticism and plenty of media/analyst momentum. He's going first round, and 

should. 

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

My best odds – he's going to be a 'good' NFL linebacker and a quality member of a franchise. There are 

smaller odds he hustles his way to 'very good' in the NFL…with a slight chance of becoming just 'OK'/a 

backup/a special-teamer. 
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